Beauty and the beast: Endoscopic resection of superficial esophageal cancer
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The beauty of endoscopic treatment of superficial esophageal cancer is obvious: accurate staging and potentially definitive treatment while avoiding the morbidity of an esophagectomy. Advancement in endoscopic techniques guided by interest in organ preservation has spurred increasingly aggressive resection of tumors deeper into the esophagus. The beast lurking below is the risk of leaving behind occult lymph node metastasis (LNM) and missing the opportunity to potentially cure the disease if an esophagectomy would have been performed instead. This conflict is at the heart of the therapeutic dilemma for superficial esophageal cancer. Once the decision has been made to perform endoscopic resection and the pathology is revealed, the nagging question remains: What is the risk of LNM? Did beauty or beast prevail?

In this month’s issue of the Journal, Ma and colleagues present data on the risk of metastasis in superficial esophageal cancers along with a predictive tool to address this important issue. The group retrospectively reviewed patients who had undergone endoscopic resection or esophagectomy for superficial squamous cell cancer and performed a multivariate regression to assess which histologic findings were most associated with LNM. With this information, they created a simple score based on 3 factors: tumor size, depth of invasion, and lymphovascular invasion. By assigning points to each of these variables, low-risk and high-risk groups were defined with reasonable discrimination for predicting residual LNM after endoscopic resection. Of note, depth of invasion into the submucosa (T1b) was the strongest risk factor and assigned the highest score in the model. Ma and colleagues are to be commended for developing a tool that aids in identifying patients at high risk for noncurative endoscopic resection. The limitation of that study is that patients who underwent endoscopic therapy did not or could not have complete pathological staging that was accomplished in the resection group.

This findings of this article align with previous work that established the submucosa as a “watershed” area for LNM. It adds new information about the relative risk of LNM due to tumor length and lymphovascular invasion in mucosal cancers. This invites the provocative question of what can be done when superficial [cancer] behaves like deep [cancer]? A recent multi-institutional study provided reassuring data demonstrating that patients found to have T1b involvement after endoscopic resection were able to successfully salvaged by subsequent esophagectomy. When coupled with Ma and colleagues’ pathologic scoring system, the decision to offer endoscopic therapy or proceed to more radical therapy (ie, esophagectomy) becomes easier as the risk of LNM can be predicted. In other words, beauty is only mucosa deep, but the beast of LNM can and perhaps should still be tamed by esophagectomy.
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